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PAIRED WATERSHED STUDIES
• One form of the BACI (Before-and After Control-Impact) research
design.
• Assumes relation between experimental and untreated control
ecosystem is stationary over time.
•

+ Allows a nested design to detect some forms of downstream
effect & precision in specific measurements.

• ---BUT severely limited in replication of the treatment (e.g.,
logging).

ERRORS OF INFERENCE:
TWO WAYS TO BE WRONG
• Type I Error: Claiming evidence supports an effect when none really
exists.
• Conventional statistical analyses are designed to minimize this
probability, e.g., cost of imposing an unnecessary regulatory rule.
• Type II Error: Concluding no effect when in fact one actually exists in the
field.
• Precautionary principle, e.g., when endangered species are at risk
and cost of failing to protect is high, dictates closer attention to Type
II error (“overprotection”)

NATURAL VARIABILITY IN SPACE AND TIME
•

Known variance structure of both physical and biological factors elevates risk of Type II error,
favors study designs with multiple paired comparisons over time and space; (e.g., Groom et al.
RipStream study).
•

True replication of treatments and controls makes increased statistical power, or ability to
detect effects, and reduce likelihood of Type II Errors compared to simpler BACI designs.

•

Provides more robust environmental data domain to identify environmental conditions
under which effects may be more or less likely.

•

With low-power BACI designs, “natural variability” is less resolved; some turn low
statistical power upside down and use unresolved variability as a rhetorical device that
obscures, rather than reveals treatment effects ( “within the range of natural variability”).

GENERAL PRINCIPLES FROM PAST WHOLE- AND
PAIRED-WATERSHED STUDIES
•

“Surprise!” The observed ecologically significant consequences of logging (etc.)
are usually not the ones expected.
•

•

Limits potential effectiveness of controlled or rigid adaptive mgmt designs.

“False recovery” or arrested recovery responses are common when post-logging
data extend for more than a few years.
•

E.g., subtle but chronic and lagged changes in temperature and sediment conditions in
spawning areas unfolding over the decades post-logging caused the greatest impact and most
lasting impact on chum and coho salmon in the Carnation creek (BC) study—after initial
indications of little negative effect.

•

E.g., initial “recovery” of elevated streamflows after logging in HJ Andrews (OR) was followed
by >15 years of reduced summer flows, a far greater risk to fish and wildlife.

BASELINE DRIFT
• Second growth vs. unlogged mature and old growth/complex
forest baseline.


Arrested and lagged recovery, e.g. depleted CWD >200 years,sediment
scour or accumulation decades to centries, and often heavily roaded
landscapes.

• Climate Change
• Stream temp. trends + and – depending on recovery state
• Future thermal stress likely to accelerate, flow changes implicated.
• May influence not just baseline condition, but how processes respond
to disturbance, hence relations between controls and treatments.

EPISODIC TRIGGERING EVENTS
•

Large storms, major droughts, and windthrow events are critical triggers of
many of the largest and longest-lasting responses to forest management.
• Lagged responses, chaotic responses: these occur or do not occur based on
whether a triggering event strikes within a post-treatment window.
• The absence of a triggering event in the post-treatment period means the true range
of effects is not measured.
• The occurrence of a triggering event in the pre-treatment period can obscure or mask
the effects that would otherwise be observed after management treatments.

• The patchiness of triggering events in time and space favors more extensive
study designs with multiple paired comparisons, with treatments dispersed over
space and time.

FOREST ROADS
•

Roads are by far the largest and most long-lasting source of impact to
streams and wetlands.
• Roads permanently affect runoff, revegetation, erosion and sedimentation, routing of
leached nutrients, pesticides and other contaminants to streams.

•

Difficult to adequately control for and measure the long-term effects of
existing and new roads, and operations that mobilize sediment from road
surfaces.

•

Existing roads in second growth forest, even if no longer in use, cause
elevated sediment loads falsely interpreted as “background,” potentially
masking additional sediment effects from logging and other sources.

NATURAL V. MANAGEMENT-RELATED
VARIABILITY
• Management disturbances do not replace natural disturbances.
• Even when within natural range, best additive to natural, at
worst multiplicative.
• Temperature,sediment, wood debris, and nutrients all subject to
retention, dilution, and downstream transfer and accumulation.
• Low power to detect changes in headwaters does not mean
accumulative impact downstream is not occurring.
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MEASURING FISH RESPONSE
• Single species systems are robust to disturbances compared to
multi-species streams, or those invaded by nonnative species,
where biological interactions mediate the response to habitat
changes.
• Even subtle habitat shifts (e.g., slight seasonal increases in
temperature, sediment, or possibly nutrients) can mediate large
shifts in biotic interactions between fish species.
• Arrested recovery: Population declines of fish in some studies
have proven to be persistent, with little indication of the
expected biological recovery if habitat factors had been
adequately described; potential downard ratcheting.
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RESPONSE OF AMPHIBIANS
•

Complex life history and habitat requirements and ecological differences, among
species, and difficult enumeration preclude quick and easy conclusions about
population-level impact.

•

Some species are likely to be more sensitive to long-term effects wood loss and
microclimate changes in riparian areas and wetlands, others sensitive to
changes in the aquatic environment.

•

Critical importance of recolonization from nearby habitat refugia; present state
and private forest policies may not adequately maintain such refugia on
appropriate scales to support recolonization, especially where logging rotations
are shorter than 50-60 years.

•

“Baseline” populations on state and private forest land are likely greatly reduced
from historic distribution and abundance, high risk of downward ratcheting.

CONCLUSIONS
•

Paired and single-basin studies offer insights into cause-effect mechanisms between
land use and physical and biotic responses in streams.

•

“Natural variability” is too often misused to logically obscure potential and actual
impacts of land use disturbance; in fact unexplained variability is a consequence of
inadequate research designs.

•

Cumulative effects likely operate at larger scales that escape present paired
watershed nested designs.

•

Multiple-paired comparison designs (with inferen ces extended by supplemental
empirical modeling) offer greatly increased statistical power and offer far more
appropriate information for crafting regulatory policy.

•

In Oregon, the Groom et al. RipStream temperature research and subsequent work
offer the best example.

•

There is no comparable research available for sediment, woody debris, and nutrients.

